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REDUCE IT HEADACHES
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PANORAMIC VISIBILITY

“Cloud is an important driver behind digital transformation. Cloud
technology offers organizations ease of use, flexibility, scalability,

and a rich set of services for their digital transformation.” - IDC

Offloading the responsibility of
backups, monitoring batches, and

maintaining infrastructure allows you
to minimize your IT footprint while

enhancing agility and flexibility. You
can scale up or down as needed

without overcommitting resources. 

of cloud leaders
outperform their

competitors in supply
chain transformation. 

of leaders view cloud as a
cornerstone of their digital
strategy and believe it is
vital to driving revenue.

Accenture Deloitte

Quickly integrate and connect
data with a digital thread across

the value chain, empowering real-
time collaboration and stronger
relationships inside and outside

the enterprise.

Real-time, updated data
fosters true end-to-end
panoramic visibility, allowing
for more control, and delivering
insights to make faster and
more informed decisions.
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6 REASONS 

ACCELERATE INNOVATION 

CloudBelongs in the

The cloud provides access to the
latest and most advanced
analytical technologies such as AI
and machine learning, graph data
models to create digital supply
chain twins, and so much more.

FOSTER COLLABORATION

Your data is your data, encrypted
end-to-end across your multi-
enterprise landscape. The latest
technologies and methodologies
are employed to protect you at
every moment.  

DATA PROTECTION

06PERFORMANCE &
SCALABILITY

Rapidly scale to meet the needs of
your business without worry. In

today’s hyper-accelerated
environment, the speed of the cloud

keeps you ahead of the game.

“Cloud computing will not only be a technological approach for
delivering applications, but will also serve as the key driver of

business innovation.” - Gartner

of supply chain-based
companies are expected to

adopt cloud computing
within the next five years.
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Learn More

https://blogs.idc.com/2022/06/06/digital-transformation-and-cloud-technology-where-application-development-falls-short/
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/blogs/business-functions-blog/whats-the-true-value-of-cloud-for-supply-chain
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/consulting/us-future-of-cloud-survey-report.pdf
https://www.gartner.com/en/doc/768816-the-future-of-cloud-computing-in-2027-from-technology-to-business-innovation
https://og.mhi.org/publications/report#:~:text=The%202023%20MHI%20Annual%20Industry%20Report&text=According%20to%20the%20report%2C%2074,%2410%20million%2C%20up%2019%25.
https://johngalt.com/

